A drift was driven to the top of the raise coming up from the 3rd sub and the ore trammed to the main raise to the main 3rd haulage level. The ore in this territory was found to extend upwards farther to the East and raise No. 17 is now being extended and brought up into this territory from the main 3rd haulage level.

No. 12 has drifted West below the elevation and have now raised to reach the ore found in Drill Hole No. 49 on the first sub. They are now in ore and are drifting on the elevation of the first main sub. This raise passed through 70 feet of rock prior to reaching the ore.

FOURTH SUB

No. 42 continued slicing and caving all the year in their small ore body. They are now getting down close to the main 3rd level and their place will not last much longer. This ore lies between dikes and is very high in phosphorus at times, and it is difficult to keep it clean from the caving dike material.